
Words From the President
Hi all,
We had a great meeting last month! Thanks to everyone that showed up.  A lot of you have
paid your dues for 2021.  You will see that in Aimee's report.  Dow Sanderson donated a few
handy items to the chapter.  Glen will tell you more about it in his report.  Thank you Dow.
Also, we had a new member join us at the meeting, Jim Wheaton..  Welcome aboard Jim.

Nominations are on the docket for the October meeting.  Our bylaws state that there should be
a three person committee to review officers present and applying 120 days before the annual
meeting for recommending up or down to the membership.  As this year has been far from
normal, I'm asking one or several of you to put before the membership a Nominating motion
anyway you'd like.  If any of you want to run for any office please let Glen know NOW...

I would like to add the Young Eagles Coordinator to our list of officers. We need a majority
vote to make that change to the bylaws.  My reason is, that spot needs to be in sync with the
leadership. Lee has done a great job. We include him in all the meetings now and we hope he
will stay on board.

Nick is set to be our speaker at the October meeting.  I want to thank him for doing this.  I'm
getting a lot out of his knowledge. He makes it easy to understand.  Kudos to you Nick.  I
hope Bruce will be our cook and make them great burgers for the October meeting.  We
almost lost him earlier this year and it's wonderful you're here my friend.

My new auto system seems to be working well. Our major sponsor Swamp Fox Avionics did
a great job.  By the way, they are booked up till mid march 2021 doing something right over there.

Last I heard our airport commission is in a heated fight with its own insurance company to get the airport fixed up.  If you have
time, write a letter to your state representative or the Governor's office and ask them to help our commission.  It's Shameful.  
Now I fully understand why there are so many commercials on TV about hiring a lawyer when you've been harmed.  No, that is
not a political statement, it's an observation.

Well that's it for me.  See you on the 10th and don't forget the new normal: 6 feet and mask.

Be safe out there......
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Upcoming 
Events
EAA477 Chapter meeting
We will have a October meeting on the 

10th of the month!  Brief time to get 

together and share stories.  Time is 

10:30 at RBW. A burger and hot dogs 

lunch will be provided, but we ask that 

you indicate your intention to attend for

lunch. Nick Ugolini will continue with 

more wiring discussion.

 South Carolina Breakfast 
Club:

Please use the following link
to access the latest in 
scheduling:

http://southcarolinabreak
fastclub.com/2020-
schedule 
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Young Eagles Report
Lee Miller 

Young Eagles Coordinator

Unfortunately things in the COVID world have not improved enough to warrant any general opening of the 
Young Eagles program at this time.  As other things open up over time, we will get a better feel for how the 
virus is spreading and what measures are proving successful in preventing the spread.  As of now masks are still
the most important factor according to experts.  Yet, everywhere I go I see more and more people shedding their
masks, or wearing them improperly (not covering the nose is the most obvious omission).  As long as folks 
continue to think they know more about this virus than the experts, the SC numbers will probably remain high 
(right now it's still mostly between 500 and 1000 new cases diagnosed per day) and that will prevent us from 
being able to gather any groups for YE rallies.

Hopefully the schools opening up for 3 days a week won't cause more harm than good as I realize it is very 
important for effective learning that there be teacher/student two way communication and teacher assessment of
student progress.  It also helps out those parents who were feeling inadequate (as I most certainly would feel if I
still had school age kids) to know that qualified teachers are back in charge of learning.

Keep yourself and others safe while moving back closer to a "normal"/or "new normal" life.  We'll see you 
when we can. 

September Meeting Summary
Glen Phelps 

We had a great “in-person” meeting on September 12th!  After August's rather scarce turnout, we were pleasantly
surprised by the turnout.  Unfortunately, I didn't get a good headcount, but from the pictures Doug took, it looks 
to be around 14 in attendance, which is not our pre-covid levels, but not bad.

Nick Ugolini gave us a presentation on electrical wiring.  This started out with establishing wire size, and why.  
There was an example of this wiring on a plate that he circulated so one could see examples of them.  This then 
carried into the recording of where the wires are installed in the construction.  He presented his “log” of wiring 
in his plane.  This is particularly important when you have to resolve a problem, or might want to make 
additions or deletions in the future.  Every part of the construction of an EAB airplane is important, but often 
this part is overlooked as being important.  I had my technique, but it certainly was not as “complete” as Nick's 
presentation.

We're hoping that Nick will continue with more phases of electrical wiring for EAB aircraft at the next or future
meetings.

At the end of the meeting we enjoyed a great lunch cooked my our famous chef, Bruce Huffines.  Hot dogs, 
burgers with ALL the trimings, chips and drinks of your choice.  

We look forward to doing the same format on October 10th.  Look to see everyone that can make it. 
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Berlin Airlift Historical Foundation
Glen Phelps 

As you will remember, we had a surprise tornado come through parts of South Carolina in mid-April, which 
does not happen all that often in this part of the country.  That was reported in a special edition of the newsletter
and also in the May edition of the Flypaper.  That event damaged the C-54 owned by Berlin Airlift Historical 
Foundation.  An effort was undertaken at that time to determine if the plane could be repaired and returned to 
service.   A recent photo of the damage are shown below.

You will also remember that we had just started into the grips of Covid-19, and were learning how that would 
effect our lives.  It did!  Airshow after airshow were canceled across the country.  Groups like this and most 
others rely on displaying the aircraft at these shows and the revenue for doing so.  

I was able to spend some time with Jason Pence, who is involved with the Berlin Airlift organization.  While 
being very busy with taking material off the “Spirit of Freedom”, he did give me an overview of the outcome.  
Yes, the plane can be repaired.  But like most repairs of this nature, it is not uncommon to find things that can't 
be seen starting into the work.  Given that problem and the probability that it will be well into next year before 
airshows start opening up again, they decided to acquire a replacement plane with the Berlin Airlift “pedigree”.  
As a result, they will use all available parts possible, sell others and then scrap the remainder.

That is not always an easy decision to make.  Nevertheless, they feel they will be much further ahead taking this
route than spending a lot of time performing repairs.

Here are a couple of links regarding the foundation.  The first is a link to home page:  http://spiritoffreedom.org/
The second is a link to a go fund me page:  http://www.gofundme.com/f/c54-spirit-of-freedom-road-to-
recovery?fbclid=IwAR2E_Au9n9mtwowaXIJMcTJxJONreKtF1xorooSyD4jOR7HuI6JvTE_U59I

This second link will have some information regarding where they are going with the replacement plane.  You 
also are probability very aware that foundations like this are very dependent on financial contributions to keep 
things going.  It couldn't be more true during this time with a global pandemic.

John Stoll's RV-8A     
Glen Phelps

I had intended to give everyone an update on John's construction progress.  We spent a few hours to getting to 
know each other and discussing his aviation experience and how he got into determining which plane to start 
on, and even “do I want to do this”.  And then, how life can get in the way of getting it done on the schedule 
you had thought you could do it in.  I had a lot of experience with those challenges myself, but I got it done!  
Nevertheless, I have decided to report in a future newsletter on his experience, as “life got in the way” of getting
this  newsletter out on time.
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But, I need to give you a “tidbit” of information.  John's construction started in Ohio.  When he moved to South 
Carolina, he built a garage/shop to continue the work.  He told me the details of the construction.  More on that 
in the future newsletter, but if you need a comfortable place to move into, his ship couldn't be better: all climate 
controlled an more!  Here is one picture,

When you next see John, hopefully at our next meeting, ask him more about the project and above all else, 
encourage him to keep working.

Recent Contribution to the Chapter
Glen Phelps

I would like to recognize our fellow EAA477 member Dow Sanderson, for graciously donating a Sporty's  
electronic E6B and a GPS III to the chapter.  This will be very helpful for working with our Young Eagles and 
others that need to learn the art of navigation and understanding good airman-ship.  Thanks Dow

Upcoming Aviation Events
Ron Malec

FAAST Blast - FAA Safety Briefing News Updates
As a subscriber to the FAA Safety Team Newsletter I will periodically provide updates on information that I believe will be 
beneficial to all members.
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General Information

New Animation @ Runway Safety Simulator
Notice Number: NOTC1376

 The FAA is happy to release the newest animation to the Runway Safety Pilot Simulator 
(www.runwaysafetysimulator.com).  This animation, “The Anatomy of a Wrong Surface Event” is the 
third and final episode in a series focusing on causal factors for wrong surface events, such as incorrect 
runway or taxiway approaches, landings, or departures.  Specifically, this episode highlights the 
importance of training elements that contribute to wrong surface events and other runway incursions.  
This animation contains several key takeaways for Flight Instructors.

 FAA's From the Flight Deck video series provides pilots with actual runway approach and airport 
taxiway footage captured with cockpit mounted cameras, combined with diagrams and visual graphics to
clearly identify hot spots and other safety-sensitive items. From the Flight Deck 
(www.faa.gov/go/fromtheflightdeck) videos highlight common errors and complex areas at airports near you. 
It’s better to know before you go.

Flight Safety – Risk Management – Smoke in the Cockpit

 This is an article from the 15 September 2020 issue of AVweb.  It is an event involving a partial engine 
failure and thick smoke in the cockpit that has a favorable outcome, thanks to excellent crew 
coordination and training. https://www.avweb.com/flight-safety/risk-management/cockpit-smoke/

The Power of Paint
By Luca Bencini-Tibo -July 15, 2020 (from AVWeb)

 Each of those marks on the runway at the end of your ILS has a definite meaning and purpose. 

Do you know what they are? How to use them?

The answers and more can be found at https://www.avweb.com/flight-safety/instrument-flight/the-
power-of-paint/

Airshow and Fly-in Schedule
 2020 Airshows / Fly-ins

o All Airshows and Fly-ins through September 2020 to include the Triple Tree Fly-in originally scheduled 
for 21-27 Sep 2020.

Stay Safe and Fly Safe
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Treasurer's Report
Aimee Pereira

Beginning Balance September:       $3,699.70

Deposits for:                                       $214.00   (9/15 - $210 and 9/28 - $4.00)

Expenses for September:                      $14.36   (#1071 - Doug St. Pierre - reimbursement for 9/12 
                  meeting food.)

Ending Balance for September:       $3,899.34

2021 Fall Membership Special Rate: Due to the COVID restrictions on 2020 meetings, the board has 
decided that the membership rate for 2021 will be $20.00 up until January first.  Feel free to send in 2021 
dues anytime before January 1, 2021.

If you have not sent in your dues, please forward dues payments to:

Aimee Pereira
107 Timberlake Ct
Summerville, SC 29485

If you have any questions, I can be reached via email at eaa477.treasurer@gmail.com.
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